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ABSTRACT
Machine-learned models are often described as “black boxes”. In
many real-world applications however, models may have to sacri-
fice predictive power in favour of human-interpretability. When
this is the case, feature engineering becomes a crucial task, which
requires significant and time-consuming human effort. Whilst some
features are inherently static, representing properties that cannot be
influenced (e.g., the age of an individual), others capture character-
istics that could be adjusted (e.g., the daily amount of carbohydrates
taken). Nonetheless, once a model is learned from the data, each
prediction it makes on new instances is irreversible - assuming ev-
ery instance to be a static point located in the chosen feature space.
There are many circumstances however where it is important to
understand (i) why a model outputs a certain prediction on a given
instance, (ii) which adjustable features of that instance should be
modified, and finally (iii) how to alter such a prediction when the
mutated instance is input back to the model.

In this paper, we present a technique that exploits the internals
of a tree-based ensemble classifier to offer recommendations for
transforming true negative instances into positively predicted ones.
We demonstrate the validity of our approach using an online ad-
vertising application. First, we design a Random Forest classifier
that effectively separates between two types of ads: low (negative)
and high (positive) quality ads (instances). Then, we introduce an
algorithm that provides recommendations that aim to transform
a low quality ad (negative instance) into a high quality one (posi-
tive instance). Finally, we evaluate our approach on a subset of the
active inventory of a large ad network, Yahoo Gemini.
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1 INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of organisations and governments rely on
Machine Learning (ML) techniques to extract knowledge from the
large volumes of data they collect every day to optimise their oper-
ational effectiveness.

ML solutions are usually considered as “black boxes”; they take
some inputs and produce desired outputs, especially when their ul-
timate goal is prediction rather than inference. As long as ML models
work properly, “everybody” is happy and little attention is devoted
to understand why such surprisingly good results are obtained. Still,
it is beneficial to have available techniques supporting humans in
interpreting and “debugging” these models, particularly when they
fail [23] or lead to some oddities.1

Excluding recent trends in ML such as Deep Learning [13], typi-
cally the initial effort when designing an ML solution consists in
modelling the objects of a given domain of interest, i.e., feature engi-
neering. This step aims to describe each object in the domain using
an appropriate set of properties (features), which define a so-called
feature space. For a given dataset, each object can be considered as
a static point located in the feature space since each feature value
is deemed to be fixed; once a model is learned from the data, each
prediction it makes on new objects is irreversible.

Let us assume that we disagree with a prediction that the model
returns for a given object or that we would like to enforce switching

1http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2016/03/24/
microsofts-teen-girl-ai-turns-into-a-hitler-loving-sex-robot-wit/



such a prediction. The research question we ask in this work is how
can we understand what can be changed in the feature vector in order
to modify the prediction accordingly?

To better understand this challenge with an example, consider an
ML application in the healthcare domain, where patients (objects)
are mapped to a vector of clinical indicators (features), such as age,
blood pressure, daily carbohydrates taken, etc. Assume next that
an ML model has been designed to accurately predict from these
features whether a patient is at risk of a heart attack or not. If for a
given patient our model predicts that there is a high risk of a heart
attack it would be of great advantage for medical physicians to also
have a tool that suggests the most appropriate clinical treatment by
offering targeted adjustments to specific indicators (e.g., reducing
the daily amount of carbohydrates). In other words, to recommend
the clinical treatment to switch a patient from being of high risk
(negative instance) to low risk (positive instance).

In this work, we propose an algorithm for tweaking input features
so as to change the output predicted by an existing machine-learned
model. Our method is designed to operate on top of any tree-based
ensemble binary classifier, although it can be extended to multi-
class classification. Our proposed algorithm exploits the internals
of the model to generate recommendations for transforming true
negative instances into positively predicted ones (or vice versa).

We describe the theoretical framework along with experiments
designed to validate the proposed algorithm. Our approach is then
evaluated in the commercial and more implementable setting of
online advertisement recommendations to illustrate the generic
nature of our framework and the many and varied domains it can
be applied to.

After presenting an effective Random Forest classifier that is
able to separate between low and high quality advertisements [12],
we show how our algorithm can be used to automatically generate
“interpretable” and “actionable” suggestions on how to convert a
low quality ad (negative instance) into a high quality one (positive
instance). Such insights can be provided to advertisers who may
turn them into actual changes to their ad campaigns with the aim of
improving their return on investment. Finally, we assess the quality
of recommendations that our algorithm generates out of a dataset
of advertisements served by the Yahoo Gemini ad network.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
We start by considering the typical binary classification problem
and focus on an ensemble of tree-based classifiers as an effective
solution to the above problem. Additionally, we define how the
internals of an existing ensemble of trees can be used to derive a
feedback loop for recommending how true negative instances can
be turned into positively predicted ones (or vice versa).

The approach we propose can be easily extended to the more
general multi-class classification problem. We plan to present this
result in future extended work.

2.1 Notation
Let X ⊆ Rn be an n-dimensional vector space of real-valued fea-
tures. Any x ∈ X is an n-dimensional feature vector, i.e., x =
(x1,x2, . . . ,xn )

T , representing an object in the vector spaceX. Sup-
pose that each x is associated with a binary class label – either

neg (negative) or pos (positive) – and let Y = {−1,+1} be the set
encoding all such possible class labels.

We assume there exists an unknown target function f : X $−→ Y
that maps any feature vector to its corresponding class label. In
addition, we let f̂ ≈ f which is learned from a labelled dataset ofm
instances D = {(x1,y1), (x2,y2), . . . , (xm,ym )}. More specifically,
f̂ is the estimate that best approximates f on D, according to
a specific loss function ℓ. Such a function measures the “cost” of
prediction errors we would make if we replaced the true target f
with the estimate f̂ .

The flexibility vs. interpretability of f̂ depends on the hypothesis

space which f̂ has been picked from by the learning algorithm. In

this work, we focus on f̂ represented as an ensemble ofK tree-based
classifiers, f̂ = ϕ(ĥ1, . . . , ĥK ). Each ĥk : X $−→ Y is a base estimate,
and ϕ is the function responsible for combining the output of all
the individual base classifiers into a single prediction.

A possible implementation of ϕ could use amajority voting strat-
egy. In this setting, a given instance xwould obtain a predicted class
label f̂ (x) based on the result of the majority of the base classifiers;
this is the mode of the base predictions. Although other strategies
may be used, this does not impact our proposed approach.

2.2 Enforcing Positive Prediction

In any ensemble of tree-based classifiers, each base estimate ĥk is
encoded by a decision treeTk , and the ensemble is represented as a
forest T = {T1, . . . ,TK }.

Our aim is to identify how to transform a true negative instance
into a positively predicted one. Let x ∈ X be a true negative in-
stance such that f (x) = f̂ (x) = −1. The task can now be defined as
transforming the original input feature vector x into a new feature
vector x′ (x ! x′) such that f̂ (x′) = +1. Moreover, we accomplish
an optimised form of the problem by choosing x′ as the best trans-
formation among all the possible transformations x∗, according to
a cost function δ : X × X $−→ R. This is defined as follows:

x
′
= argmin

x∗

!

δ (x, x∗) | f̂ (x) = −1 ∧ f̂ (x∗) = +1
"

The cost function measures the “effort” of transforming x into x′.
A possible choice of such a function is the number of features
affected by the transformation or the Euclidean distance between
the original and the transformed vector.

2.3 Positive and Negative Paths
Any root-to-leaf path of a single decision tree can be interpreted as
a cascade of if -then-else statements, where every internal (non-leaf)
node is a boolean test on a specific feature value against a threshold.
We restrict the tree decisions to be binary representations as any
multiway decision can be represented in a binary form and there
is little performance benefit in n-ary splits. An instance’s feature
value is then evaluated at each node to determine which branch to
traverse. This is repeated until the leaves are reached whereby the
pos/neg classification labels are defined and assigned.

Given a forest of K decision trees T = {T1, . . . ,TK }, we denote
by pk, j the j-th path of the k-th treeTk . We refer to p+

k, j
(or p−

k, j
) as

the j-th path of Tk that leads to a leaf node labelled as pos (or neg)
– a positive (or negative) path. For simplicity, we assume that each



path of a decision tree contains at most n non-leaf nodes, which
correspond to n boolean conditions, one for each distinct feature.2

We thus represent a root-to-leaf path as follows:

pk, j = {(x1 ! θ1), (x2 ! θ2), . . . , (xn ! θn )} (1)

Let P+
k
=

#

j ∈Tk p
+

k, j
describe the set of all positive paths, and

P−
k
=

#

j ∈Tk p
−
k, j

the set of all the negative paths in Tk . Also, let

Pk = P+
k
∪ P−

k
be the set of all the paths in Tk .

We thus enumerate the possible paths in a single decision tree.
Even under the assumption that eachpk, j ∈ Pk is at most a length-n
path then Tk is a depth-n binary tree, whose number of leaves is
therefore bounded to 2n . As the total number of leaves coincides
with the total number of possible paths, we obtain |Pk | ≤ 2n .

In general, we cannot ensure a bound on each |Pk |, as there
might exist some paths pk, j ∈ Pk whose length is greater than n.
In practice though, we can specify the maximum number of paths
at training time by bounding the depth of the generated trees to
the number n of features. Even with such a relaxed condition, the
total number of possible paths encoded by the forest T is equal
to

$K
k=1 |Pk | ≤ K2n , therefore still exponential in n. We see later

how this does not disrupt computational efficacy in practice, as our
algorithm operates on a subset of those paths.

2.4 Tweaking Input Features
Given our input feature vector x, we know from our hypothesis
that f (x) = f̂ (x) = −1. If the overall prediction is obtained using a
majority voting strategy, it follows:

f̂ (x) = −1 ⇐⇒

%

K
&

k=1

ĥk (x)

'

≤ 0

Furthermore, there must be at least
(

K
2

)

decision trees (base clas-
sifiers) of the forest T whose output is −1. That is, there exists
K− ⊆ {1, . . . ,K} with |K− | ≥

(

K
2

)

, such that:

ĥk− (x) = −1, !k
− ∈ K−

As we are operating in a binary classification setting, there must
also exist K+ = {1, . . . ,K} \ K−, which denote the set of classifier
indices that output a positive label when input with x, i.e., ĥk+ (x) =
+1, !k+ ∈ K+.

Our goal is to tweak the original input feature vector x so as to
adjust the prediction made by the ensemble from negative (−1) to
positive (+1). We can skip all the trees indexed by K+, as these are
already encoding the (positive) prediction we ultimately want. We
therefore focus on each tree Tk where k ∈ K−, and consider the set
P+
k
of all its positive paths. With each p+

k, j
∈ P+

k
we associate an

instance x+j ∈ X that satisfies that path – i.e., an instance whose

adjusted feature values meet the boolean conditions encoded in
p+
k, j

to finish on a pos-labelled leaf, and therefore ĥk (x
+

j ) = +1.

Among all the possibly infinite instances satisfying p+
k, j

, we re-

strict to x+
j(ϵ )

to be feature value changes with a “tolerance” of at

most ϵ . We call it the ϵ-satisfactory instance of p+
k, j

. We consider

2In general, there can be multiple boolean conditions associated with a
single feature.

p+
k, j

containing at most n boolean conditions, as specified by Equa-

tion 1. Therefore, for any (small) fixed ϵ > 0, we build a feature
vector x+

j(ϵ )
as follows:

x
+

j(ϵ )[i] =

*

θi − ϵ if the i-th condition is (xi ≤ θi )
θi + ϵ if the i-th condition is (xi > θi )

(2)

Having a single global tolerance ϵ for all the features works as long
as we standardise every feature (e.g., using z-score or min-max). If
we use standard z-score for each feature, the actual magnitude of the
change cannot just depend on ϵ but instead needs to be considered
a multiple of a unit of standard deviation from the feature mean. Let

θi =
ti−µi
σi

be the z-score of the threshold on the i-th feature value,
where ti is the non-standardised value, µi and σi are the mean and
standard deviation of the i-th feature respectively.3 Now, suppose
that xi = θi ± ϵ is the tweaked value of the i-th feature according
to the ongoing transformation of the input vector x. Therefore,

xi =
ti−µi
σi

± ϵ . Returning to the original (i.e., non-standardised)
feature scale, we obtain xi = ti − µi ± ϵσi . Depending on the sign,
the tweaked feature is either moving closer to or farther away from
the original feature mean µi , pivoting around ti .

For each p+
k, j
∈ P+

k
we transform our input feature vector x into

the ϵ-satisfactory instance x+
j(ϵ )

that validates p+
k, j

. This leads us to

a set of transformations Γk =
#

j ∈P+
k
x+
j(ϵ )

, associated with the k-th

tree Tk .
Each resulting transformation in Γk may have an impact on other

trees of the forest. There might exist l ∈ K+ whose corresponding
tree already provides the correct prediction when this is input with
x, ĥl (x) = +1. It may also happen that by changing x into x′ the
prediction of the l-th tree is incorrect and now ĥl (x

′) = −1. In other
words, by changing x into another instance x′ ∈ Γk we are only
guaranteed that the prediction of the k-th base classifier is correctly
fixed, i.e., from ĥk (x) = −1 to ĥk (x

′) = +1. The overall prediction
for x′ may or may not be fixed, where f̂ (x′) may still output −1,
exactly as f̂ (x) did.

If the change from x to x′ also leads to f̂ (x′) = +1, then x′ will
be a candidate transformation for x. More formally, let Γ =

#K
k=1 Γk

be the set of all the ϵ-satisfactory transformations of the original
x from the positive paths of all the trees in the forest. Our feature
tweaking problem can then be generally defined as follows:

x
′
= argmin

x+
j (ϵ )
∈Γ | f̂ (x+

j (ϵ )
)=+1

!

δ (x, x+j(ϵ ))
"

In [6], it has already been proven that a problem similar to the
one we define above is NP-hard as it reduces to DNF-MAXSAT.
Our version, in fact, introduces an additional constraint (ϵ) on
the possible way features can be tweaked and thus it is itself NP-
hard. This problem definition is still valid for the base case when
K = 1. There, the additional condition requiring f̂ (x+

j(ϵ )
) = +1 is not

necessary because it is implicitly true by definition. In that scenario,
the ensemble is composed of a single base classifier – i.e., the forest
contains a single decision tree and tweaking its prediction also
results in changing the overall prediction. Note that when there
is only one decision tree, our problem can be solved optimally:

3In practice, µi and σi are often unknown, so the sample mean and the
sample standard deviation are used instead.



Input :

◃ An estimate function f̂ resulting from an ensemble of decision trees
T = {T1, . . . , TK }, each one associated with a base estimate
ĥk , k = 1, . . . , K
◃ A feature vector x representing a true negative instance, such that

f (x) = f̂ (x) = −1
◃ A cost function δ
◃ A (small) threshold ϵ > 0
Output :
◃ The optimal transformation x′ with respect to δ , such that

f̂ (x′) = +1

begin
x′ ←− x;

δmin ←− +∞;

for k = 1, . . . , K do

if f̂ (x) == ĥk (x) and ĥk (x) == −1 then
/* retrieve the set of positive paths of the k -th decision tree
*/

P+
k
←− getPositivePaths(Tk);

foreach p+
k, j
∈ P+

k
do

/* generate the ϵ -satisfactory instance associated with

the j-th positive path of the k -th decision tree */

x+
j (ϵ )
←− buildPositiveInst(x, p+

k, j
, ϵ);

if f̂ (x+
j (ϵ )

) == +1 then

if δ (x, x+
j (ϵ )

) < δmin then

x′ ←− x+
j (ϵ )

;

δmin ←− δ (x, x
+

j (ϵ )
);

end

end

end

end

end

return x′;

end

Algorithm 1: The Feature Tweaking Algorithm

We can enumerate all the positive paths, choose the one with the
minimum cost, and check if the threshold of tolerance ϵ is satisfied
on each feature. Because base trees are interconnected through the
features they share, simply enumerating positive paths does not
work for an ensemble of trees since the output of a base tree may
affect outputs of its sibling trees. The presence of the condition
f̂ (x+

j(ϵ )
) = +1 circumvents this issue by querying the model itself

on the correctness of the ϵ-transformation of an instance.

2.5 The Feature Tweaking Algorithm
Our approach takes as input 4 key components: (i) The trained
ensemble model f̂ ; (ii) A feature vector x that represents a true
negative instance; (iii) A cost function δ measuring the “effort”
required to transform the true negative instance into a positive one;
and (iv) A positive threshold ϵ that bounds the tweaking of each
single feature to pass every boolean test on a positive path of each
tree. The result being the transformation x′ of the original x that
exhibits the minimum cost according to δ . The detailed description
is presented in Algorithm 1.

In the worst case, our algorithm examines all K trees of the
forest, although it investigates only those trees whose base predic-
tions are negatives (neg-labelled). Then, all the positive paths of
each tree are considered, and for each of those a potential candi-
date ϵ-transformation is built according to the scheme proposed in
Equation 2. As such, the number of steps depends on the number of
positive paths on each tree, which in turn is related to the number
of leaves.

We stated in Section 2.3 that we cannot provide apriori any limit
to the depth of a decision tree, and therefore to its number of leaves.
However, in practice these can be bounded whilst training the
model. We therefore set the maximum length of each root-to-leaf
path, i.e., the depth of each tree, to be at most equal to the number
of input features n. Considering our goal, this is not a limitation
as each transformation should at most affect each feature exactly
once. The total number of positive paths to be examined will then
be limited by K2n , and so the worst case complexity is O(2n ). It
follows that our method might be unsuitable for dealing with high-
dimensional datasets, such as text, images, or videos. In reality such
a setting would not really make sense when transforming input
instances in the original feature space (e.g., change a few words on
a document or a few pixels of an image).

Although the search space can be exponential in the number of
features, in practice the number of positive paths of each tree is
significantly smaller. This makes our method feasible on average
input sizes (i.e., below 100 features). For example, in our experiments
we found that the maximum depth of each tree leading to the best
classification results is significantly smaller than the total number
n = 45 of features (see Table 2). In addition, many positive paths
may share several boolean conditions, especially when extracted
from the same decision tree. This allows us to avoid tweaking the
same input feature multiple times according to the same condition
by using some caching mechanism.

Finally, our algorithm can be easily parallelised since each tree
can be explored independently from the others for any given in-
stance –i.e., we can adjust the k-th tree while keeping the remaining
K \ k trees simultaneously fixed for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.

3 USE CASE: IMPROVING AD QUALITY
We demonstrate the utility of our method when applied to a real-
world use case in online advertising. We investigate how our algo-
rithm can be used to improve the quality of advertisements served
by the Yahoo Gemini ad network.

3.1 Why Ad Quality?
Amain source of monetisation for online web services comes in the
form of advertisements (ads for short) impressed in dedicated real
estate units of rendered web pages. Online publishers operating
these web services typically reserve predefined slots within their
streams, utilising a third party ad network to deliver ad inventory
to impress within them. Ad networks free publishers from running
their own ad servers as they decide for them which ads should
be placed at which slots, when and to whom. Advertisers rely on
ad networks to optimise their return on investment – for example
through targeting the right audience according to the advertiser
budget and marketing strategy.



A trustworthy relationship between advertisers, publishers and
ad networks is instrumental to the success of online advertising.
On the advertiser side, ad networks provide advertisers with tools
for monitoring key performance indicators (e.g., number of ad im-
pressions, click-through rate or CTR, bounce rate) as well as effec-
tive mechanisms to overcome fraudulent activities such as click
spam [7, 22]. On the publisher side, ad networks provide mecha-
nisms that allow users to hide ads they dislike and indicate the
reasons for doing so. This information can be used by ad networks
to ensure that the ads they serve do not negatively affect user en-
gagement on a publisher website, as well as reporting to advertisers
on the quality of their ads.

As with any self served content delivery platform, an ad network
has a varying distribution of quality with many ads being of low
quality. Not serving them may not be an option when supply is
exhausted. Therefore, another approach to positively shift the in-
ventory quality distribution is to leverage the interpretability of the
internal machinery of existing ad quality prediction models – i.e.,
binary classifiers – so as to offer actionable recommendations. The
intention of these programmatically-computed recommendations is
to provide advertisers with guidance on how they can improve their
ad quality at scale. Such a system yields value for all beneficiaries
in this advertising ecosystem ultimately culminating with a better
user experience.

Returning to our work, by applying our feature tweaking algo-
rithm introduced in Section 2.5, we show in the rest of this paper
how we can transform a low quality ad into a set of new “proposed”
high quality ads by shifting their position in an ad quality feature
space. The algorithm employs the internals of a learned binary clas-
sifier to tweak the feature-based representation of a low quality ad
so that the new “proposed” ads are promoted to high quality ones
when re-input to the classifier. Each transformation is associated
with a cost, allowing us to generate actionable suggestions from
the “proposed” instances with the least cost, so as to improve low
quality ads. We validate our approach on a dataset of mobile native
ads served by the Yahoo Gemini4 ad network.

3.2 A Definition of Ad Quality
Many factors can affect the quality of an ad: its relevance, i.e.,
whether the ad matches the user interest [19]; the pre-click ex-
perience, i.e., whether the ad annoys a user [27]; and finally the
post-click experience, i.e., whether the ad landing page5 meets the
user click intent that brought them to the landing page [12]. We
focus on the latter, the post-click experience, following from [1, 12].

Inspired by these studies, we define and measure the quality of
ads using the time spent on their landing pages as a proxy, referred
to as dwell time. We know from [12] that ad landing pages exhibiting
long dwell times promote a positive long-term post-click experience.
Based on this definition of ad quality, we design a binary classifier
that effectively separates between low and high quality ads, i.e., ad
landing pages whose dwell time is below or above a threshold τ ,
respectively. We compute τ as the median of all the sample means of
dwell times observed for a large set of ad landing pages. Intuitively,

4https://gemini.yahoo.com
5We refer to ad landing page as the web page of the advertiser that a user is
redirected to after clicking on an ad.

an ad landing page is of high quality if its average dwell time is
greater than τ – i.e., if the average time users spent on the page is
greater than the average time users spent on at least 50% of any
other ad landing page. Although more sophisticated approaches
can be designed [1], this is not the main goal of this research, and
we leave it for future work.

3.3 Predicting Ad Quality
To apply our algorithm to our use case, we first need to learn a
binary classifier that predicts whether an ad is of high quality or
not, given a feature-based representation of the ad creative and the
landing page.

3.3.1 Ad Feature Engineering. A sample of the set of features
used in this work is listed in Table 1. This is based on the same
set used in [1], with the additional “Language” category (marked
with “†” in the Table). Due to space constraints we do not show
all the features, and invite the reader to refer to [1] for a complete
description of them.

Each feature in the table is associated with a category and a
source. The former indicates the type of features whilst the latter
specifies whether the feature is computed from the ad landing page
(LP), the ad creative (CR), or a combination of the two (CR-LP).
Although our focus is on the post-click experience (i.e., ad landing
page), we aim to obtain the best performing model for predicting
the quality of the ads, and hence include both pre-click (i.e., ad
creative) and historical features; the latter not participating in the
tweaking process as – by definition – they cannot be altered.

3.3.2 Learning Binary Classifiers. As our feature tweaking algo-
rithm is designed to work on tree-based ensemble classifiers, we
train the following learning models to find our best estimate f̂ :
Decision Trees (DT) [18], which can be thought of as a special case
of an ensemble with a single tree; Gradient Boosted Decision Trees
(GBDT) [9], and Random Forests (RF) [2].

The original dataset D = {(x1,y1), (x2,y2), . . . , (xm,ym )} is
split into two datasets Dtrain and Dtest using stratified random
sampling. Dtrain is used for training the models and accounts for
80% of the total number of instances inD, whilstDtest contains the
remaining held-out portion used for evaluating the models. Dtrain
is also used to performmodel selection, which is achieved by tuning
the hyperparameters specific for each.

With every combination of model and corresponding hyperpa-
rameters, we run a 10-fold cross validation to find the best settings
for each model – i.e., the one with the best cross validation per-
formance. We measure this performance using the Area Under the
Curve of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC AUC). Each
model is in turn re-trained on the whole Dtrain using the best hy-
perparameter setting. Finally, the overall best model is deemed to
be the one that best performs on the test set Dtest.

3.3.3 Labelled Dataset of Ads. We collect a random sample of
1,500 ads served by the Yahoo Gemini ad network on a mobile
app during one month. To ensure reliable estimates of dwell time,
we only consider ads clicked at least 500 times. We saw that the
distribution was skewed with around 80% of the instances having
an average dwell time within approximately 100 seconds, whereas
the remaining 20% sat in the long tail of very long dwell times. The



Table 1: Set of features used to characterise ad creative (CR), ad landing page (LP), or both (CR-LP).

Category Source Description

Language† CR
This set of features capture the extent to which the text of the ad creative may include adult,

violent, or spam content (e.g., ADULT_SCORE, HATE_SCORE, and SPAM_SCORE)

DOM LP

This set of features are derived from the elements extracted from the HTML DOM of the ad
landing page, such as the main textual content (LANDING_MAIN_TEXT_LENGTH), the

total number of internal and external hyperlinks (LINKS_TOTAL_COUNT), the ratio of main
text length to the total number of hyperlinks on the page

(LINKS_MAIN_LENGTH_TOTAL_RATIO), etc.

Readability CR-LP

These features range from a simple count of tokens (words) in the text of the ad creative and
landing page to well-known scores for measuring the summarisability/readability of a text

(e.g., READABILITY_SUMMARY_SCORE), etc.

Mobile Optimising LP

This set of features describe the degree of mobile optimisation of the ad landing page by
measuring the ability of it to be tuned to different screen sizes (VIEW_PORT), testing for the

presence of a click-to-call button (CLICK_TO_CALL), etc.

Media LP
These features refer to any media content displayed within the ad landing page, such as the

number of images (NUM_IMAGES), etc.

Input LP

This set of features represent all the possible input types available on the ad landing page,
such as the number of checkboxes, drop-down menus, and radio buttons

(NUM_INPUT_CHECKBOX, NUM_INPUT_DROPDOWN, NUM_INPUT_RADIO), etc.

Content & Similarity CR-LP

These features extract the set of Wikipedia entities from the ad creative and landing page
(NUM_CONCEPT_ANNOTATION), and measure the Jaccard similarity between those two

sets (SIMILARITY_WIKI_IDS), etc.

History LP

These features measure historical indicators, such as the median dwell time as computed
from the last 28 days of observed ad clicks (HISTORICAL_DWELLTIME), and the bounce

rate – i.e., the proportion of ad clicks whose dwell time is below 5 seconds
(HISTORICAL_BOUNCE_RATE), etc.

median τ of those averages, calculated as described in Section 3.2,
is equal to ≈ 62.5 seconds. We therefore reach an evenly balanced
ground truth, where 50% of the instances have an average dwell
time at most equal to τ and the remaining 50% above τ .

To build our labelled dataset D, for each ad we extract the fea-
tures listed in Section 3.3.1. As these are a mix of categorical (i.e.,
discrete) and continuous features, we apply one-hot encoding to
transform each k-valued categorical feature into a k-dimensional
binary vector. The i-th component of such a vector evaluates to 1 if
and only if the value of the original feature is i , and 0 otherwise. We
also standardise continuous features by transforming their original
values into their corresponding z-scores [11]. Finally, we obtain a
set of 45 features.

3.3.4 Offline Evaluation. From the balanced labelled dataset
above we derive two random partitions Dtrain and Dtest, which
contain 80% and 20% of the total samples respectively. We again
validate our performance by running a 10-fold cross validation
on Dtrain selecting between different models and their varying
hyperparameter settings.

For DT, we test two different node-splitting criteria s : Gini index
and entropy. We also set themaximum depth of the treed to the total
number of features. For GBDT, we use four values of the number
K of base trees in the ensemble, with K = {10, 100, 500, 1,000}
in combination with the learning rates α , 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 1.
Finally, for RF we test the same number of base trees as for GBDT
whilst again bounding the maximum depth of each base tree to
the total number of features. For each learning model we report

Model s α d K ROC AUC

RF − − 16 1,000 0.93

GBDT − 0.1 − 100 0.92

DT entropy − 3 − 0.84

Table 2: Best cross validation hyperparameter settings for each

learning model (“−” if the hyperparameter is not considered).

RF GBDT DT

F1 0.84 0.81 0.75

MCC 0.66 0.63 0.49

Table 3: Evaluation of best performingmodels on the test set Dtest.

in Table 2 the hyperparameter settings leading to the best cross
validation ROC AUC. The overall best performing model is RF with
an ensemble of 1,000 base trees and maximum depth 16.

To avoid mixing model selection with model evaluation, we re-
train each model on Dtrain using its best hyperparameter setting,
and assess its validity on the held-out and unseen test setDtest. We
measure two standard quality metrics, F1 andMatthews Correlation
Coefficient (MCC) [17]. Table 3 shows the results. RF is the best
performing model also with respect to the ability of generalising
its predictive power to previously unseen examples.

Compared with the results reported in [12], we notice a remark-
able increase of ROC AUC (+10.7%) and a small improvement of F1
(+1.2%). In their work, Logistic Regression (LogReg) [26] was the









change that each feature can sustain; (iii) We experiment with five
concrete functions describing the cost of each transformation (δ );
(iv) We leverage on the importance of each feature derived from
the model to rank the final list of recommendations; (v) We focus
on the actual recommendations generated, and how they impact in
practice on a real use case, if properly implemented.

More recent work on related topics are those of Ribeiro et al. [20,
21]. In particular, [21] presents LIME, a method that aims to explain
the predictions of any classifier by learning an interpretable model
that is specifically built around the predictions of interest. They
frame this task as a submodular optimization problem, which the
authors solved using a well-known greedy algorithm achieving
performance guarantees. They test their algorithm on different
models for text (e.g., random forests) and image classification (e.g.,
neural networks), and validate the utility of generated explanations
both via simulated and human-assessed experiments.

6 CONCLUSIONS
Machine-learned models are often designed to favour accuracy of
prediction at the expense of human-interpretability. However, in
some circumstances it becomes important to understand why the
model returns a certain prediction on a given instance and how
such an instance could be transformed in such a way that the model
changes its original prediction. We investigate this problem within
the context of general ensembles of tree-based classifiers, which
has been proven to be NP-hard. We then introduce an algorithm
that is able to transform a true negative instance into a set of
new “proposed” positive instances by shifting their position in
the feature space. The algorithm leverages the internals of the
learned ensemble to tweak the feature-based representation of a true
negative instance so that the new “proposed” ones are promoted to
a positive classification when re-input to the classifier.

Despite computationally intractable in the worst case, we demon-
strate the applicability of our approach on a real-world use case
in online advertising. The feasibility of our approach has been
achieved by (i) setting an upper bound to the maximum number
of changes affecting each instance (i.e., at most equivalent to the
number of features), which can be controlled at training time, and
by (ii) creating a feedback loop with the original model to build a
set of candidate transformations without the need, in practice, to
explore the entire exponential search space.

After designing an effective Random Forest classifier able to
separate between low and high quality ads – our application sce-
nario – we automatically provide “actionable” suggestions on how
to optimally convert a low quality ad (negative instance) into a high
quality one (positive instance) using our approach. To illustrate the
outcomes of our algorithm, we assess the quality of the recommen-
dations that our method generates from a dataset of ads served by
a large ad network, Yahoo Gemini. An evaluation conducted by an
internal team of creative strategists shows that 57.3% of the pro-
vided recommendations are indeed helpful, and likely to improve
the ad quality, if implemented.

In future work, we plan to extend the approach presented in this
work to multi-class setting as well as to other learning models, and
to encapsulate it into a reinforcement learning framework.
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